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INTRODUCTION 
The perfo~mance of a leg movement raises a specific problem due to the fact that the 

limb to be moved is involved in suppol'ting the hody. The motor act is therefore a posluro- 
kinetic sequence during which two goals have to he rcachcd: first, displacing the center of 
gravity (CG) towards a new position compalible with equilibrium maintenance du~ ing  the leg 
movement and secondly, moving the leg towards a new position. During movement perfor- 
mance not only equilibriu~n needs to be preserved but also the position of particular segments 
such as head or trunk which are used as egocentric reference hame for organizing the motor acL 
The body is a multilink structure where the pusitions of the various segments can be regulated 
on the basis of specific reference positions. The head axis, for example, can be stabilized either 
with rcspect to the vertical geocentric reference or with respect to the t~unk  axis (Assaianle and 
Amblard 1990; Pozzo ct al. 1989). The change in CG position occurring during lateral leg rais- 
ing is achieved by rotating the supporting leg exknlally around the antero-posterior ankle joint 
axis. This should illcline laterally the trunk and head axcs together with the leg, their initial ver- 
tical orientation in space lnay be lost. In a previous paper (Mouchnino el al., 1992) naive sub- 
jects and dancers wcre cornpared in order to explore the cfl'ecls of training on the perl'o~mance 
of body weight transikr prior to a lateral leg raising. The kinematic analysis showed that two 
control strategies wcre identified depending on the head-trunk orientation. An "inclination" 
st~.atcgy was used by the naive subjects; this consisted of an exter~lal rotation of the leg around 
the antcro-postcrio~ ankle joint axis. A counter-rocation at the neck level ensured the stability of 
the intcrorbital line in the horizontal plalie. A "translation" strategy was used by the dancc1.s; thc 
external rotatia~l ol' tlic supporti~ig leg around tllc a~lkll: joint was associated with a feedl'urwnrd 
counter-rotation of thc trunk around the coxofemoral joint which maintained the verticality of 
~ h c  wholc head-[ru~lk axis. The ~.csults shuwcd tllat when naive subjccts were i~lstructed to keep 
the trurik vertical, they wcre unable to pcrl'orm the counte~.-rotation 01' thc trunk in a kedl'orward 
manner which is adopted by dancers. 

1t remained to he explained how the coordinated contol of equilib~ium and that of 'the 
position of head-trunk axis was built up. The present investig;ltion was aimed at exploring the 
role of vision in the feedfonvard counter-rotation p&rl'omed at the hip joint in dancers. 

METHOIN 
Experiments were perl'ormed on 14 l~calthy subjects of both scxes (mean age 26). Nine 

suhjecls were experienced in modern dance and had heen ~laincd for at leas1 15 years; live sub- 
jects were "naive", since they practiced nu rcgular sport and had no prcvious dance ~raining. 
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The sub.ject stood baretoot, with the heels joined at an angle of 90U, the hands behind the 
back, the eyes gazing hol-izontally at two electroluminescent diodcs placed symn~etrically 5 
rnelers in front of the sub.jcct's eyes. The illumination of one of the diodes constituted the move- 
ment onset signal and indicated which leg should bc movcd. At thc signal onset, the subject was 
asked to raisc one Icg Iatcrally, as Past as possible, to an angle ol'45" and to maintain the final 
position for a k w  seconds. During each session, the sul~jcct had to perform 4  rials with each 
leg, and the ordcr in which the legs had to bc lilted was determined by a rundom seyuence. 

Three visual condilions were compared in da11ce1.s: eyes open, eyes closed and trans- 
lucent gogglcs which provide no visual information (blurrcd vision). In that paradigm, the start- 
ing signal was provided by two difltrcnl auditive s ig~~als;  placed on each side of the subject. 

The kinematic analysis was pcrli)rmed by means of an autoinatic TV-image processor 
(EL.I.TE. system, Ferrigno and Pedotti, 1985). 

KES ULTS 
In order to cxplorc the possibility that the maintenance of the head-trunk axis vertical 

orientation was huilt up on the basis of visual imput. the strategies used by the dancers in per- 
turbed visual conditions were analysed. 

The translation strategy observed in dancers under no~xlal condition of vision allows the 
vcrticnl trunk axis to be maintained and keeps both the interorbital line and thc shoulders in the 
horizontal plane. 

The results showed that in both conditio~ls of perturbed vision, the ho~izontality of the in- 
Lerorbital line was approximately preserved and 110 statistical diffcrence was present bctween 
both eyes closcd (2.3XU +I-2.5) and tlanslucc~~l gogglcs (3.2O +I-2.2) and eyes open condition (2O 
+I- 1.4). 

NAIVE SUBJECT DANCER 

Fig.1. Lert: stick diagram of the body segmcuts during leg raising recorded during a single trial. 
Comparison between one dancer and onc naive subject. Right: location of the markers on the 
body. The  antcro-posterior rotation axis of the ankle joint is indicated by a brokc~l line. 
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DISCUSSION 
The main results to emelge horn the present series are first, that dancers were able to 

perform the external rotation of thc supporting leg around the anklc joint axis and the counter- 
rotation of the trunk around the coxokmoral joint simul~aneously in order to maintain the ver- 
ticality of the whole head-trunk axis as was done in normal visual cond~t~on .  

These results indicate that the maintenance of the vertical orientat~on of the head-trunk 
axis in dancers was not dependent on vision; other sensors such as otolith graviceptors in the 
head or possibly muscle proprioccptors of the trunk might bc used to maintain the vertical o~ ien-  
tation of the head-trunk axis. The possib~lity that graviceptors might be involved in the position- 
ing of the trunk was first hypothesized by Gurllnkel et al. (1981) and more recently by Dietz et 
al. (1989) and Gollhofer e t  al. (1989). 

The temporal organization between hunk stabilization and leg inclination under per- 
turbed conditions of vision seems to be more accurate as indicated the high correlation coeffi- 
cient; this coordinated control seems to be a much more stable systeln that it was found in nor- 
mal visual condition. 

The functional significance o l  the vertical head-trunk axis (egocentric reference frame) 
stabilization during the displace~nent of the center of gravity in dancers is that the egocentric 
reference frame coincides with the vertical gravity axis (geocentric reference frame); therefore 
the calculation of both the gravity forces on the body segments and the movement trajectory in 
the peripersonal space is sinipliiied. 
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